iade obeisance to the Trimurtis and said: "Blessed are we for having thus been
rdained by Ye, Oh Lords, for such a grand task! Pray, tell us, how the several
nclosures and surrounding countries should look like, and their relative positions."
The Trimurtis were pleased at their readiness and thus replied to the wonder-
rchitects in gentle words pleasing unto Sri Devi also: "0 Ye great ones! The sixteen
elestial cities to be built amid sixteen enclosures shall be named after the sixteen
titya-Devis of Sri Devi Lalita, for She is of the form of these sixteen Nitya-swarupinis
ausing limited time and Timeless Eternity. She is the very root of Time; and causes
ie cycle of seasons, days, years - nay Manvantaras and Maha Kalpas themselves.
he sixteen celestial cities may be named thus:
1. Kameswaripuri on Central Meru Mountain
2. Bhagamalapuri on Nishadha Kshetra
3. Nitya klinnapuri on Hemakuta
4. Bherundapuri on the Himalayas
5. Vahnivasinipuri on Gandha Madana Mountain
6. Maha Vajreswaripuri on Neelamesha
7. Sivaduthi
8. Twaritapuri on Mahendragiri
9. Kulasundaripuri on Mahagiri
10. Nityapuri on the Ocean of Salt
11. Nilapatakapuri on the ocean of sugar-cane juice
12. Vijayapuri on the ocean of wine
13. Sarvamangalapuri on the ocean of ghee
14. Jwalamalinipuri on the ocean of curds
15. Chitrapuri on the ocean of milk
16. Mahanityapuri on the ocean of water
You may commence the construction of these sixteen cities on an auspicious
moment and exhibit your many unequalled skills, praiseworthy in all the vast universe;
As your very thoughts become things, it takes but a short time for you both to
materialise your plans and designs!
Maya and Viswakarma once again made obeisance to Brahma, Vishnu and
Maheswara as also to Indra and other rulers of the boundaries of the universe and
set to work in accordance with the directions given to them; very soon, there sparkled
Sri Nagara constituting the above mentioned sixteen Nitya-cities amid the celestial
enclosures.
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